Be the best teacher they’ve
ever had with

Powered by

A library with 1000’s of
free quizzes for you to
explore

Create a quiz from scratch
with our quiz maker

Choose or edit a ready made
quiz from our marketplace

Make fun games on any
topic, to play in class or as
homework

All of the quizzes you choose and create
are stored for you on your proﬁle

When you’re happy with your quiz and it’s
ready to play, you can give it to your class

We've plugged into Zzish
to make Quizalize even
better

You can launch a quiz
straight to Zzish

On Zzish you can create and
manage all of your classes

The new team game view
engages students of all
abilities together
Students can easily join quizzes by browsing to zzi.sh
Students browse to

then enter this code

zzi.sh

abc123

TO PLAY:
1st

2nd

650

432

Vanessa
Peter
Matthew
Tobias
Sharon

Francisco
Steph
Amanda
Sophie

Gain amazing insights from
using the Zzish dashboards
in your classroom
Individual student reports highlight
their strengths and weaknesses

Geography Test
Vanessa

Compare results to see improvements
with our tailored reports

Compare

Well done Vanessa, you got 70%

Geography Test

Geography Test 2

with

First test: 2 weeks ago

Second test: 3 days ago

at Geography Test, on your 1st try
1st try
70%

The class improved 95.79%avg overall

March 13, 2016, 10:15AM

33.33%avg

65.26%avg

What is the capital of Germany?
Berlin

in 1.2secs

200 POINTS

FASTEST

100%

40%

RIGHT ANSWER

90%

50%

150% improved

Vanessa

80% improved

Peter

What is the capital of Italy?
Rome

in 4.2secs

178 POINTS
30%

80%

Francisco

80%

Steph

11% lower
167% improved

What is the capital of France?
60%

70%

Tobias

17% improved

See what EdTech experts
are saying about us
“...a great online tool that lets teachers
turn quick classroom quizzes into
exciting multi-player games. You can
choose to have students play in class
or assign a quiz for homework”

“Creating quizzes and playing on
Quizalize is a simple process and it is
completely free. Quizalize offers a
marketplace in which you can ﬁnd
quizzes created by other users”

Monica Burns. ClassTechTips.com

Richard Byrne. PracticalEdTech.com

“If you're a Google Classroom user you
can tie it in nicely through there. Also
there is a great teacher dashboard,
which helps you know which students
might need more help”

“...it’s distinguishing feature is that
visualized graphs show which students
need teachers’ help and what
improvement each student has
recorded”

Mark Anderson. ICTEvangelist.com

Erin Klein. Kleinspiration.com

CONTACT
community@zzish.com
www.quizalize.com
/Quizalize

@Quizalizeapp

www.zzish.com
/ZzishCom

@ZzishCom

